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John Long
An e-mail appeared from our chairman, he had had a conversation with a gentleman in Australia
who had a relation that had lived in Downham Market, Norfolk. The person concerned was a
constable of the parish for 50 years and also the inspector of weights.
After gleaning a few more facts from Norman, a keen genealogist friend of mine, Stan, and I set sail
for Downham Market, only about seven miles from where we live. Stan already knew that a
Memorial Inscripion list had not been completed for this extremely large churchyard so thought that
we would be very lucky indeed to find the gravestone. He also surmised that a constable and family
may not have the funds for such. During further conversation on the way there Stan said that the
Long family were for many years monumental masons in Downham, so the family may have got a
discount!!
On arrival at the church, Stan was horrified to see that all of the headstones that had surrounded the
church had been removed and leant 5 and 6 deep against the perimeter wall. He referred to this as
an act of ecclesiastical vandalism. There were three other burial areas, one behind the chapels of
rest, this area had been kept well mown and quite tidy where
access was quite easy. Behind this was a second area that had not
seen any work done on it for many years. Further back was a
third plot, very large, that is the current burial area and very well
kept. The local businesses, house furnishings, ironmongery, farm
machinery etc. Bennetts, Reeds, Marchants, were very well
represented with large vaults, tombs, mausoleums etc. all close to
the chapels and very well tended.
I decided on a very quick look around before discussing with Stan
a methodical search pattern. I went straight to the John Long
headstone, in the middle of the overgrown area, to Stan's absolute
amazement. There was a six or seven inch (15 – 18cm) diameter
Holly tree growing just a few inches away from the headstone,
making photography very difficult but one of the attempt is
attached. The quality of the picture is largely due to my friend's
understanding of these situations, he took secateurs, brush and
water spray with him. Thanks Stan! David Apps
Up until the end of the 19th century local administration in Britain was performed on the ‘Big
Society (aka cheapo!) model whereby each Parish ‘volunteered’ some of its worthies to act as
Churchwarden, Surveyor of Highways (chucking rocks into potholes), Overseer of the Poor
Law (moving beggars up the road to the next Parish) and Parish Constable, without
remuneration, and additional to their normal employment. Those office holders with deep

pockets would employ a deputy, for actual money, who would, in reality, carry out the duty (a
lesson there perhaps!). Judging by the artefacts in some of our members’ collections, such
weights and measures enforcement, as existed in the rural areas in the late 18th and early 19th
centuries, seems to have been delegated to
the Parish or Hundred (groups of
Parishes) level. A local worthy such as the
High Constable would probably have had
a set of standards and a beamscale stuffed
in a cupboard somewhere.
After 1835, however, counties were
required to employ inspectors who carried
out inspections and verifications of weights
and measures within the rural areas
(Right). Editor

Whom do you think you’re kidding?
Talking of part time public service leads
neatly on to Dads’ Army!
During World War 2, in the UK, a Home
Guard was formed which was manned by
men, too old or unfit to serve in the regular
forces, who fitted military service in with
their daily work. They acted as a last line of
defence against invasion and enemy
infiltration.
The 1960’s BBC television
series Dads’ Army took a comic view of the
activities of one such platoon.
A key member of the platoon, lance corporal
Jones, was the local butcher and this allowed
various jokes to be made about wartime
rationing and the somewhat strained
relationship that existed between retailer and
consumer in those extraordinary times.
Jones’s shop was naturally equipped with its
scale (he seemed to have a different one in each

Notice from 1853, proclaiming the
forthcoming attendance at various rural
venues (pubs), by the inspector for the
county of Lindsey (Lincolnshire). Rather
ominously the notice proclaims ‘Persons
wishing to have Weights adjusted, had
better take advantage of the present
opportunity’

episode). It was usually a, butcher’s brass
beamscale or a convention self indictor but, in at
least one episode, a rather unusual scale appeared.
This machine was of some interest as it appears to
be one with bit of a history!
When patterns of approval were granted, in the UK,
after 1904 (in anticipation of the 1907 regulations),
one of the first patterns submitted was an American
self indicating scale, described as the ‘Royal
Computing Spring Weighing Instrument’. This
Lance corporal Jones with his
highly illegal American scale

device, shock horror, incorporated a price computing
mechanism and clearly caused palpitations up at the
Board of Trade, such that approval was denied.
Subsequent modifications were made in an effort to gain
approval but the model with the dangly pan remained
unacceptable, despite it being, apparently, a well made
device. It even had an interesting thermostatic
mechanism to correct the balance when ambient
temperature variations caused the springs to alter their
length.
This was all probably a bit radical for the Pattern
Examiners who were used to the much simpler devices
then in use in the UK.
After much to-ing and fro-ing a version, fitted with a
lever bottom work, was eventually accepted in 1907.
Lance corporal Jones’s scale, however, is clearly the
simpler version without the bottom work and therefore a
model never approved for trade in the UK. It has to be
wondered why the BBC chose such an unlikely device
when other episodes featured models more appropriate to
the leafy shires of England in the 1940s.
Upper right: Variously known as the Royal Computing
Spring Weighing Instrument, Royal Automatic Spring
Balance and Royal Majestic Calculating Spring Balance
this American scale ultimately proved unacceptable to
the UK Board of Trade.

Absolutely Adequate
There was a time when the British, particularly the English, were
renowned for their reticence and modesty! A degree of
understatement may still be seen as a native characteristic but it now
seems a little quaint in these days of self aggrandisement and vulgar
bragging. I was recently asked to fill in a feedback form for a
restaurant and one of the quality options was ‘fabulous’. This might
have been appropriate had we been served by a unicorn but, failing
this, seemed a tad excessive for a curry house.
A fine example of British reserve, from the past was the excessive
modesty demonstrated by messrs. Adequate Weighers Ltd who
operated from 382 Euston Road, London in the late 1930s. They
manufactured a belt weighing machine with a very pleasing and
ingenious integrating mechanism involving two rotating cylinders
and a steel ball (trust me on this!). I once had a colleague who kept
one of these balls on his desk as a kind of inspector’s big game
trophy, presumably from an ‘Adequate’ weigher that he had shot at
some time.
.
There
was a time when potential purchasers of Rolls Royce cars,
who had the temerity to query the horse power of the vehicle,
were loftily advised, by a man dressed in a morning suit, ‘our
horsepower is adequate sir!’ so it may just be that reticence and
reserve were considered a bit classier at that time.

A machine by the delightfully
named Adequate Weighers
Ltd. As far as I know only one
model was ever made and I’ve
no idea what happened to the
business

It is inconceivable, however, that any modern marketing type would adopt this soubriquet for either
a company or its products. It would now be seen as exhibiting a serious lack of ambition and other,
more effusive adjectives would have to be employed, even for the most banal merchandise.
I find the name rather charming and would personally welcome a return to the erstwhile British
aversion to hyperbole which of course made us so vastly superior to all those dreadful foreigners!

Weighing and Pillaging

Two Viking lead weights
discovered in a grave at
Islandbridge Ireland in
1866. They are thought to
have been used for trading
‘hack silver’ which was a
staple form of, non coined,
currency among the
Scandinavians of the 9th
and 10th centuries. The
weights both weigh 26.6g.
We thank Jimmy Earle
for this picture from the
Irish Times of 29-10-2011

Oyez Oyez!

Whilst on trip to Manchester
(England) to visit an exhibition of
Pre- Raphaelite painting, Julie
Davey popped in to the grandiose
Town hall and had a look at the
murals that grace the walls of this
19th century temple of ‘parochial
pomposity’
(cf
Absolutely
Adequate’
above).
One
in
particular caught her eye and
seems very relevant to those
interested in matters metrological.
In the best ‘illicit probing’
tradition of our membership she
snatched a photograph and forwarded a copy.
The picture (below) is called ‘The Proclamation Regarding
Weights and Measures 1556’. It is one of the 12 murals by Ford
Madox Brown that decorate the walls of Manchester Town Hall.
It’s not altogether clear what is going on but the somewhat slippery
pair with the (doubtless fraudulent) scale and weights are, obviously,
not too happy about it (bottom left).

Julie, who is a practicing Trading Standards Officer,
was particularly taken with the ‘pit-bull terrier’ that
the old watchman has, apparently, brought along to
deter troublemakers.
She firmly believes that this should be standard issue
for all in her, increasingly hazardous, line of work.
Personally, I am more concerned about the mother
and child who are apparently sitting on a cheese.

Pooley weigh tables
We have received an update from Gordon Maslin concerning the project to relocate the Pooley
weigh tables to their new home at Henley on Thames.
As can be seen in the photograph (left) the weighers are in place and one of the indicators is now
installed in a little wooden hut (nice front door!).

You Dirty Rat!
Not Cagney again (see
edition 6) but a film of 1965
called King Rat. Based on
the novel by James Clavell,
it is set in WWll after the
fall of Singapore where
British,
Australian
and
American soldiers are held
in a Japanese prisoner of war
camp. Life is hard for the
inmates but fairness of
distribution of the meagre
rations is achieved by
weighing out the food on a
daily basis. The fair
distribution
of
staple
foodstuffs achieves a greater significance in a situation of such privation and one prisoner is
murdered by his fellows when he is accused of stealing a small quantity of rice. It subsequently
transpires that the fraud was actually being perpetrated in the stores by the Officer in charge of
distribution who is found to be using fraudulent weights. The drama of the situation is somewhat
ruined, however, by the cack handed manner in which it is portrayed. The scale is shown as being a
’Dearborn’ type steelyard and is demonstrated in use with a (somewhat dubious) sliding poise
(below left). Later on, when the fraud is discovered however, the set of ‘weights’ appear and are
clearly deemed to be an essential adjunct to this essentially weight free instrument (below right). In
the original novel, the equipment is portrayed as a counter machine or similar type of equal armed
instrument and one wonders, as with Lance Corporal Jones, why a more convincing instrument
could not have been dredged up for use in the film.

April Meeting

Commerce Corner

A good crowd of members gathered at The Yew Lodge Hotel in
Kegworth on 15th April for the spring meeting. The original
theme of the day was to have been Scales, Large and Small but
circumstances dictated that the small aspect was lost by the time
of the meeting.
The day was mainly devoted to the discussion of weighbridges
past and present. These are not generally, because of their size,
considered to be collectibles although a number of associated bits
were dragged in to the meeting room by those with emotional
connections to these behemoths of the scale world (a surprisingly
large number apparently). One hapless member even admitted to
owning a number of 5cwt roller weights and he was given details
of organisations where help could be sought.

The proprietor of the printers that I use
for printing the society's paperwork is
looking for an old paper weighing
scale.
From the description he gave me it
would be something like item 14 on
page 29 of "The Handbook of old
Weighing Instuments"
If anyone has one for sale please
contact the Publications Secretary
and I will give you his contact details.
David Apps
Paper Testing

John Knights gave a talk on the history of heavy weighing and
his own professional dealings with weighbridges, over the years,
as an inspector.

Scale by Louis
Schopper(whom
God preserve!)
of Leipzig

Norman Biggs then gave examples of ‘weighbridge collectibles’
such as postcards, trade catalogues, weigh tickets and tokens.
These demonstrated that the public weighbridge was once seen as
a civic amenity that sat, centrally, in the market place as an
arbiter of fair dealing within the community. It was eventually
swept away from its position of prominence by urban
development and increases in vehicle size. Today it exists
anonymously, on the industrial estate outside the town.
Peter Kerridge and David Fuller spoke about their careers
installing and repairing heavy weighing equipment. They both
gave a vivid impression of the distinctly unpleasant and arduous
nature of the work involved in installing and maintaining these
important instruments.
The talks appeared to be well received by all, many of whom
were largely unaware of this class of equipment prior to the
meeting. It was, on the whole, a very successful experiment.

Peter Kerridge put on an impressive
display of ‘weighbridgeania’
including this full scale model of the
business end of a cast iron load lever
made, incredibly, out of MDF.

Management Committee Bulletin 2012-01
During the ISASC(E) Management Committee Meeting of 18.03.12 the following points were
discussed:
Volunteers are still needed to assist the Committee in the following areas: Publishing new material,
Recruitment of new members, Management of archives, and Webmaster. Contact the Chairman for
more information.
The finances of the Society are in good order, but reviews are carried out to reduce costs and increase
income. Paypal has been a success allowing subscription payments on-line.
The summer meeting will be on the 18th July at Alvington. A booking form will be sent out with the
May mailing. Agenda has yet to be confirmed.
Watch this space for date and venue of the October meeting.
There are still some copies of the EQM Index available, at £7.50 per copy.
There are also some copies of the Crawforth Index remaining, at £20 per copy.
The Scale Plate Catalogue, is nearing completion and will be published in electronic format only.
US Convention 2012: John and Betty Cheeseman, Jimmy Earle and Janet Scarratt plan to travel to the
US to participate. Janet will be asked to convey our greetings to the US membership.
Website: An upgrade to the hosting arrangements is planned which makes the website more spam-proof
and will allow increased functionality such as a dedicated members’ area.

